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SHONQUAVIOUS JENNETTE

Results-driven Laborer Operator with [Number] years in operating heavy machinery and
performing manual labor in difficult conditions. Safety-oriented worker with high standards
for excellence in work. Skilled in use of [Tool]. Diligent and hard-working candidate ready to
contribute solid effort as team member. Thorough and highly organized with excellent
communication skills. Reliable worker with strong work ethic.

PROFESSIONAL
SUMMARY

SKILLS Preventive Maintenance●

Maintenance and Repair●

Good Judgment●

Safety-First Mentality●

Team Player●

LABORER OPERATOR 10/2022 to Current
Coastal Processing, Louisville, GA
Worked on an assembly line and peformed clean up duties

ASSEMBLY WORKER 02/2022 to 09/2022
Verescence, Sparta, GA

MACHINE OPERATOR 08/2020 to 02/2022
Dura-Line, Sandersville , GA

WORK HISTORY

Performed frequent heavy lifting up to [Number] pounds, climbing and working in confined
spaces to achieve company goals.

●

Complied with legal and company requirements to create safe, efficient work environment.●

Maintained, cleaned and performed basic repairs on [Type] manufacturing equipment.●

Followed detailed assembly instructions, processes and procedures.●

Completed assigned tasks quickly to decrease production time.●

Assembled [Type] items to specification.●

Notified supervisor of issues with equipment or production.●

Applied blank labels to devices, packaged and sealed items before sending for quality
review.

●

Visually inspected devices for defects and placed defective items into reject bin.●

Maintained supply inventory by checking stock to determine inventory level.●

Operated machining equipment safely with team of operators.●

Complied with company and OSHA safety rules and regulations.●

Set up and ran machinery to produce exceptional products for industrial needs.●

Monitored machines during operation to detect sounds of malfunction or excessive
vibration and adjusted machines to eliminate problems.

●

Assessed equipment after each production run and performed preventive maintenance to
keep machines running smoothly.

●



MATERIAL HANDLER 03/2021 to 10/2021
Meltblowntechnologies, Sandersville, GA

Transported inventory items to appropriate locations.●

Operated forklifts and pallet jacks to transfer large products from one area of warehouse to
another, allowing for easier accessibility.

●

Kept storage areas organized, clean and secure to fully protect company assets.●

Packed items into appropriate containers for shipment.●

Read production orders, work orders, shipping orders and requisitions to determine items
to be moved, gathered or distributed.

●

East Georgia State College, Swainsboro, GA
No Degree

Washington County High School, Sandersville, GA
High School Diploma, 05/2019

EDUCATION


